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The Tomes of Delphi : Basic 32-BitWordware Publishing, 2002
Developer's Guide to Delphi Communications is another addition to the highly successful Delphi series from Wordware. This is the only title on the market that provides a comprehensive overview to the communications capability of Delphi relative to the major communications protocols, such as TCP/IP, MAPI, SMTP, and HTTP.

Reliable...
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Java Concurrency in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2006

	"Java Concurrency in Practice is an invaluable compilation of threading know-how for Java developers. I found reading this book intellectually exciting, in part because it is an excellent introduction to Java's concurrency API, but mostly because it captures in a thorough and accessible way expert knowledge...
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Professional Windows PowerShell Programming: Snapins, Cmdlets, Hosts and ProvidersWrox Press, 2008
Welcome to Professional Windows PowerShell Programming.

Way back in 2003, I attended a talk at a conference center at Microsoft by some engineers from the Microsoft Management Console team who were giving a demonstration of a prototype enhancement to MMC. The prototype was one of the early murmurs of Microsoft’s response to the...
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Administering Windows Server 2008 Server CoreSybex, 2008
Imagine my surprise when I installed Windows 2008 for the first time and was faced with a decision of installing the Full version or the Server Core version. My initial question was “What precisely is a Server Core version?” Microsoft had kept this product quiet and, as a beta tester, I was taken completely off guard. So I installed...
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Learn Microsoft Assembler in a Day (Popular Applications)Wordware Publishing, 1993
This book is for anyone who wants to learn the basics of programming a PC in its native tongue, which is the 80X86 Assembly language. It discusses practical working code for dealing with specifics of the PC DOS software environment using the Microsoft Macro Assembler 6.0. This book can be very useful as a starting guide to use with your macro...
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Leading Creative Teams: Management Career Paths for Designers, Developers, and CopywritersApress, 2016

	
		Learn the skills you must master to assume leadership rolesâ€•creative directors, art directors, and advertising managersâ€•on creative teams and in integrated branding campaigns for corporate clients. This book compares and contrasts the skill sets and responsibilities of creatives with those of managers who direct creative...
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Buying a Computer for Dummies, 2004 EditionFor Dummies, 2003
Start here – what do you want your computer to do?
Here’s how to find your dream computer system without staying awake nights     

Forget the horror stories – buying a computer does not have to be scary! Dan Gookin’s proven five-step process deletes the fear factor, even with today’s PC bells and whistles....
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Share This!: How You Will Change the World with Social NetworkingBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2010

	Social networks can be so much more than a way to find your high school friends or learn what your favorite celebrity had for breakfast. They can be powerful tools for changing the world. With Share This! both regular folks of a progressive bent and committed activists can learn how to go beyond swapping movie reviews and vacation...
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Making Use of RubyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Ruby is an interpreted language, capable of saving programmers considerable time during program development since no compilation and linking are necessary. It is ideal for writing text-processing applications, server-side scripts, application prototypes, mathematics, and for many everyday programming tasks.

    * Reviews Ruby's clever...
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Dating For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2006
If you’re looking for a fun Saturday night date or a happily-ever-after mate, this is the guide for you. Whether you’re young and haven’t dated much or older and have been out of circulation so long you’ve forgotten how to flirt, dating can be intimidating. Author Dr. Joy Browne, America’s favorite psychologist,...
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PCs All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2003

	What’s the definition of a reference book? Well, I like to think of this

	book as a snapshot. Sure, it’s a very heavy photograph, weighing in

	at over 700 pages — but nevertheless, it captures the current state of

	today’s PCs, including hardware, the most popular applications, and of

	course, the latest and...
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UnixPeachpit Press, 2003
In Unix: Visual QuickStart Guide, the authors take the time to explain correct Unix lingo as well as concepts and processes to be aware of as a daily user. The real-life implication of reading Unix is not only that you won't receive irate messages from your system administrator, but that you'll be able to manipulate your...
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